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Montage is a portable, scaleable toolkit that runs on end-users desktops, clusters, and
computing grids. It generates astronomical image mosaics that preserve the calibration
and photometry in the input FITS files. The code is available for download at the project
website at ¡http://montage.ipac.caltech.edu¿, and includes independent modules for im-
age discovery (including support for VO image access protocols), image reprojection,
rectification of the sky background to a common level and image co-addition.

Montage is in active use to support product generation, and in generation of products
for use in on-line data access services. Customers are taking advantage of the modular
design, and are in some cases using Montage as a reprojection engine, or as a back-
ground rectification engine. Three Spitzer Space Telescope Legacy teams, the Galactic
Legacy Infrared Mid Plane Survey Extraordinaire (GLIMPSE), the Spitzer Wide-Area
Infrared Extragalactic Survey (SWIRE) and Surveying the Agents of a Galaxy’s Evolu-
tion (SAGE), have integrated Montage into their pipelines, where it supports the gen-
eration of science products for public release. The INT/WFC Photometric Hα Survey
(IPHAS) of the Northern Galactic Plane are making similar use of Montage. The Visible
and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA) is evaluating Montage to stitch
together image ‘pawprints’ to produce a fully-sampled tile under evaluation. The COS-
MOS Hubble Treasury Program used Montage to validate Advanced Camera for Surveys
(HST-acs) image mosaics generated at the Hubble Space Telescope Science Institute. The
Multi-Mission Archive at Space Telescope (MAST) and the Stellar Archive and Retrieval
System (StARS) (unreleased) have used Montage to generate 2MASS postage stamp im-
ages centered on their target sources. The NASA/IPAC Infra Red Science Archive is
using Montage to create 3-color browse products and support image cutout services. The
Spitzer Space Telescope Outreach program is generating mosaics in uncommon projec-
tions, often the best ones for E/PO products. Montage components have been used by the
NVO Quick Sky Statistics and Sky Coverage Service to Montage components used to de-
termine sky coverage, and to generate single-survey and composite-survey coverage maps.

An on-request image mosaic service is under evaluation by astronomers. This service
has already been used by Beaton06 to confirm the presence of a bar in M 31. The recti-
fication of the background revealed the ‘boxy’ signature characteristic of a bar.
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